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P U L L  M E  U N D E R ,  I ' M  N O T  A F R A I D
- "Pull Me Under", Dream Theater

« Rat Skates - Born in the Basement
Autumn - My New Time »

Queen - Under Review 1946-1991: The Freddie Mercury Story

Queen were one of the pioneers of early hard rock, and their music lives on today. Queen - Under review is a documentary which includes 

legendary musical performances, obscure footage, and rare interviews with the band. The documentary features interviews with various journalists, radio
broadcasters, friends and tribute artists including: Broadcaster and friend of Freddie, Paul Gambaccini; Night club owner [where Freddie often hung-out], 
Peter Stringfellow; Close friend, Wayne Sleep; Rock Journalists, Malcolm Dome, Mick Wall, Jerry Ewing and John Robb; DJ Paul Burnett; and Freddie 
Mercury tribute artists, Steve Littlewood and Joseph Lee Jackson. The documentary chronicles Freddie Mercury’s life from a small town in India, to his 
journey to Britain to become one of the greatest vocalists of all time.

This documentary gives good insight on who Freddie
was, but does not quite dig deep enough. It basically features critics discussing Freddie as well as his progression with Queen. There are moments where
you do learn things about Freddie that may not be so well known, but I felt like they didn’t dig deep enough. I think it would have been more intriguing if
they would have interviewed Brian May or other members of the band, to really find out who this Great Pretender was. This is not a bad view, and it does
entertain, but it is lacking something. Queen
fans will most probably dig this, especially the historically archived footage, but I think they will still be a little disappointed.

- Ragman was hoping for more…
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